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Abstract:

Complex, computer-based systems are increasingly pervasive in all aspects of modern society, including communications, health care, transportation, commerce, civil infrastructure, and military applications. Software is a primary element of these systems; it provides the connections among the diverse elements of a modern system and the interfaces to the system’s environment. In addition, software provides many features of modern systems (functionality, behavior, and quality attributes). Those of us charged with preparing the next generation of software engineers have the responsibility to prepare them for a world in which software is a critical element of complex systems. System thinking is a cognitive process that is widely applied in fields such as applied mathematics, psychology, biology, game theory, and social network analysis. It provides the foundation for systems engineering and is increasingly applicable to software engineering. This presentation will focus on systems thinking, why understanding and applying it is important for software engineers, and how systems thinking can be introduced in software engineering courses.
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Teaching Agile Methods
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Abstract:

Agile methods are increasingly being used in industry and studied in academia, but relatively little teaching of how to do agile right occurs at the undergraduate or graduate student level. Although many student teams may claim to be using an agile method on their project, an objective assessment is likely to note violations of fundamental agile practices. For example, I observed MSE student projects spanning multiple terms where, for the first year, no code was being written... yet one of the agile principles is that working software is the fundamental measure of progress. Applying what was learned in class on the project did not align with how agile works in this context. Many students find agile practices such as peer programming and collective code ownership (from Extreme Programming) personally uncomfortable. And changing the requirements for the project midway is a violation of academic norms! Exposing students to the agile paradigm can be a challenging experience for both the teacher and the student.
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